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Abstract
In this paper we investigate a single server retrial queue with a finite number of het-
erogeneous sources of calls. It is assumed when a given source is idle it will generate a
primary call after an exponentially distributed time. If the server is free at the time of the
request’s arrival then the call starts to be served. The service time is also exponentially
distributed. During the service time the source cannot generate a new primary call. After
service the source moves into free state and can generate a new call again. If the server
is busy at the time of the arrival of a primary call, then the source starts generating so
called repeated calls with exponentially distributed times until it finds the server free. As
before, after service the source becomes free and can generate a new primary call again.
We assume that the primary calls, repeated attempts and service times are mutually in-
dependent. This queueing system and its variants could be used to model magnetic disk
memory systems, local area networks with CSMA/CD protocols and collision avoidance
local area networks.
The novelty of this model is the heterogeneity of the calls, which means that each call is
characterized by its own arrival, repeated and service rates. The aim of the paper is to
give the usual steady-state performance measures of the system. To do so, an efficient
software tool, MOSEL ( Modeling, Specification and Evaluation Language ) developed at
the University of Erlangen, Germany, is used to formulate and solve the problem. Several
sample numerical results illustrate the power of the tool showing the effect of different
parameters on the system measures.
Keywords: retrial queueing systems, finite number of sources, heterogeneous calls,
performance tool, performance measures
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1 Introduction
Retrial queueing systems ( or queueing systems with repeated attempts, returning customers,
calls or orders ) have wide practical use in designing local area networks and telecommuni-
cation systems. These queues are characterized by the following feature: a primary request
finding all servers and waiting positions busy upon arrival leaves the service area, but after
some random time he repeats his demand. Between retrials he is said to be in ’orbit ’. So
the repeated attemps for service from the group of blocked customers are superimposed on
the normal stream of arrivals of primary requests, thus the retrial queues can be considered as
alternative to queues with losses that do not take repeated attemps into account.
In recent years, there has been considerable interest in retrial queues. For a systematic
account of the fundamental methods and results, furthermore an accessible classified bibli-
ography on this topic the interested reader is referred to, for example [2], [6], [9], [10], and
references therein.
In many practical situations it is important to take into account the fact that the rate of
generation of new primary calls decreases as the number of customers in the system increases.
This can be done with the help of finite-source, or quasi-random input models. Queueing sys-
tems without retrials, that is systems with classical waiting lines and finite population have
been review in detail by Takagi [27]. Since Kornyisev [20], which was the first paper devoted
to finite-source retrial queues, there has been a rapid growth in the literature on this topic. A
complete survey on related results can be found in Artalejo [2] for systems of type 
	
and  in Kendall’s notation. In addition, in the papers Falin, Artalejo [11], Falin
[12] not only the outside observer’s distributions of the systems in steady state, but also the
stationary performance characteristics are considered on more detail. In particular, all main
measures were expressed in terms of the server utilization. Arriving customer’s distribution
of the system state, busy period and waiting time processes ( which is especially complex for
retrial queues due to the overtaking ) were investigated, too. Further recent results with finite-
source of primary requests can be found in [4], [5], [8], [10], [13], [14], [19], [21], [24].
Retrial queues with quasi-random input are recent interest in modelling magnetic disk
memory systems [23], cellular mobile networks [28], computer networks [15], and local-area
networks with nonpersistent CSMA/CD protocols [21], with star topology [16, 22], with ran-
dom access protocols [17], and with multiple-access protocols [18].
An examination of these papers shows no investigations on models with heterogenous
sources. Thus the aim of the present paper is to analyse a finite-source retrial queues with
the following assumptions. There are  different sources of primary calls each consisting a
single request. When source  is free at time  (i.e. is not being served and not waiting for
service) it may generate a primary call during interval ﬁﬀﬃﬂ with probability ! "ﬀ$#
%ﬀﬃﬂ .
If the server is idle at time of its arrival then the service starts. The service is finished during
the interval &ﬀﬃﬂ with probability '( "ﬀ)*#
%ﬀﬃﬂ . During the service time the source can-
not generate a new primary request. After service the source moves into a free state and can
generate a new call. If the server is busy at time of the arrival of request from the %ﬃ+ source,
then the source starts generating a Poisson flow of repeated calls with rate ,- until it finds the
server free. As before, after service the source becomes free and can generate a new primary
call. All the times involved in the model are assumed to be mutually independent of each other.
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Our objective is to give the main usual stationary performance measures of the system and
to show the effect of different parameters on them. To achive this goal a tool called MOSEL
( Modeling, Specification and Evaluation Language ) developed at the University of Erlangen,
Germany, see [7], is used to formulate and solve the problem. We show how this system can
be modelled, and how easily performance measures can graphically be represented using IGL
( Intermediate Graphical Language ). This model is another extention of investigations for het-
erogeneous finite-source queueing systems that in the case of the classical service disciplines (
first-come-first-served, polling, processor-shared, priority processor-shared ) were treated, for
example in Sztrik [25, 26] and Takagi [27].
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 the full description of the model by the
help of the correponding multi-component Markov chain is given. Then the main performance
measures of the system are derived that can be obtained using MOSEL tool. In Section 3
several numerical examples are presented and some comments are made. Finally the paper
ends with a Conclusion.
2 The ./ 0 ./ 021)03054 retrial queueing model
2.1 The underlying Markov chain
Because of the exponentiality of the involved random variables the following process will be
a Markov chain. The state of the system at time  can be described by the process 67"ﬃﬂ98
%:);=<?>A@CBED(FGHIHAHAEDKJL<?>A@MﬂONQPRﬂ where ST"ﬃﬂU8VP if the server is idle, SWﬃﬂU8X	 if the server is
busy, and :);Y"ﬃﬂ is the index of the request under service at time  . Z[ﬃﬂ is the number of
sources of repeated calls at time  , and because of the heterogeneity of the sources we need to
identify their indices that are denoted by D]\ , ^98_	HAHIHAGZ`ﬃﬂ if there is a customer in the orbit,
otherwise the second component is P . Since its state space is finite the process "67ﬃﬂaNbPRﬂ
is ergodic for all values of the rate of generation of new primary calls, and from now on we
assume that the system is in the steady state.
We define the stationary probabilities
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The traditional way is to derive the related Kolmogorov equations for these probabilities and
using the norming condition somehow we have to solve the set of equations. In our case these
two steps are performed by the help of the tool treated in the next subsection.
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Once we have obtained these limiting probabilities the main system performance mea-
sures can be derived in the following way.
1. The server utilization with respect to source ^

\38 P ( the server is busy with source j )
that is, we have to summarize all the probabilities where the firsr component is ^ . Formaly
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Let us denote by c <? @ the steady state probability that request  is waiting ( staying in the orbit
). It is easy to see that
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Similarly, it can easily be seen, that the steady state probability c <? @ that request  is in the
service facility (it is under service or waiting in the orbit) is given by
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2. Mean response time of source 
The derivation of the following formulae are based on [27]. Let us denote by  =  the mean
response time of customer  , and by ] the throughput of request  , that is, the mean number of
times that request  is served per unit time. These are related by
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which represents Little’s theorem for request  in the service facility. It is easy to see that as
a concequence of (1) we have
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Alternatively, by the help of (2) we can express the mean response time TŁ  for request  in
terms of

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3. Mean waiting time of source 
The mean waiting time of request  is given by
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At the same time we have another Little’s theorem for request  waiting for service. Namely
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4. Mean number of calls staying in the orbit or in service
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5. Mean number of sources of repeated calls
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6. Mean rate of generation of primary calls
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7. Blocking probability of primary call 
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which is the fraction of primary calls which were blocked ( i.e. met the server busy ).
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In particular, in the case of homogeneous calls, that is, when ! y8Q© '( 38¯'q , l8
,
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 the corresponding main performance measures treated in [11, 10] are the
following
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as it can be seen in [11] with the appropriate changing of notations.
It should also be mentioned that all the performance measures can be expressed in the
terms of the corresponding utilizations   , as it was stated in [11]. However, we must admit
the distribution function and moments of the waiting times could not be solved.
2.2 MOSEL program
The crutial part of the whole modeling is the formulation of problem and derivation of the main
performance measures. This can be done quite easily by the help of a tool called MOSEL (
Modeling, Specification and Evaluation Language ) developed at the University of Erlangen,
Germany, see [7]. It automatically generates the state probabilities and using these a result file
containing the performance measures specified in the model description file. It also generates
a graphical representation of the results if the input file contains a picture part.
Since in our paper we concentrate on the effect of different parameters of the system on
the main performance measures the technical details of programming are not treated. For just
an illustration we show a part of the program file. The main emphasis is on the graphical
representations of the desired measures which are automatically generated by the tool.
retrial2.msl begins */
/* Reliable terminal-system with retrying jobs for NT terminals */
/*------------------------------- Definitions -----------*/
#define NT 3 // change it to 4, 5, 6, 7, ...
/*============== No changes required below =======================*/
<1..NT> VAR double prgen# ;
<1..NT> VAR double prretr# ;
<1..NT> VAR double prrun# ;
enum cpu_states {cpu_busy, cpu_idle};
enum terminal_states {term_busy, term_retrying, term_waiting};
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/*--------------------------------------- Node definitions -------*/
<1..NT> NODE terminal#[terminal_states] = term_busy;
NODE cpu[cpu_states] = cpu_idle;
/*-------------------------------------------- Transitions -------*/
<1..NT> FROM cpu_idle, terminal#[term_busy] TO cpu_busy,
terminal#[term_waiting]
W prgen# ;
<1..NT> FROM terminal#[term_busy] TO terminal#[term_retrying]
IF cpu==cpu_busy W prgen# ;
<1..NT> FROM cpu_idle, terminal#[term_retrying] TO cpu_busy,
terminal#[term_waiting]
W prretr#;
<1..NT FROM cpu_busy, terminal#[term_waiting] TO cpu_idle,
terminal#[term_busy]
W prrun# ;
/*--------------------------------------------- Results -------*/
RESULT>> if(cpu==cpu_busy) cpuutil += PROB ;
<1..NT> RESULT>> if(terminal#==term_busy) termutil# += PROB ;
<1..NT> RESULT>> if(terminal#==term_retrying) retravg += PROB ;
<1..NT> RESULT>> resptime# = (1-termutil#) / (prgen# * termutil# ;
/* retrial2.msl ended
3 Numerical examples
In this section several sample numerical results illustrate the power of the tool showing the
influence of different parameters on the mean response time  = I . In homogeneous case the
results were validated by the Pascal program given in [10] in pages 272-274. For the easier
representation of graphics we deals with 3 sources, but in the different setups the request
generation, retrial and service rates play different roles. All the time we display the mean
response time  = i of call  as the function of the above mentioned rates. First we consider
totally homogenous systems then systems with mixed group of rates are investigated. Finally
rather complex situation is analyzed showing the unpredictable operational behaviour of the
finite-source retrial system.
3.1 Comments
In Figure 1 we can see how the mean reponse time TŁl for the retrial system approaches
the mean time for the classical system without retrial as the retrial rate increases. This is not
suprising since in this case the retrial system becomes a FCFS finite-source queue. In Figures
2-3 the expected effects of arrival and service rate are demonstrated. In Figure 4 we present
3 curves with the same different retrial rates as it was considered in [11] showing a suprising
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Figure 1:  y versus retrial rate
Figure 2:  l versus service rate
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Figure 3:  l versus primary request generation rate
Figure 4:  l versus primary request generation rate
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Figure 5:  l versus primary request generation rate with homogeneous service and hetero-
geneous retrial
Figure 6:  y versus primary request generation rate with homogeneous retrial and heteroge-
neous service
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Figure 7:  l versus retrial rate with homogeneous service and heterogeneous primary re-
quest generation
Figure 8:  y versus retrial rate with homogeneous primary request generation and heteroge-
neous service
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Figure 9:  l versus primary request generation rate with heterogeneous service and hetero-
geneous retrial
phenomenon of retrial queues having a maximum of TŁl . In Figures 5-8 different systems
with mixed group of rates are investigated. Finally in Figure 9 a rather complex situation is
considered as the function of primary request generation rate with fixed heterogeneous service
and heterogeneous retrials.
4 Conclusions
In this paper a finite-source retrial queueing system with heterogeneous requests is studied.
The novelty of the investigation is the heterogenity of calls which makes the system rather
complicated. A tool MOSEL was used to formulate and solve the problem and the main per-
formance measures were derived. Several numerical calculations were performed to show the
effect of different parameters on the mean reponse times of the calls.
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